
COOKING

 Petite Chefs
Let’s get cooking! In this class campers learn how to read 
recipes, measure, assemble mis en place and prepare 
delicious food while learning how to taste and adjust for 
flavor. Campers learn basic knife skills to make cooking 
safe and easy. They also explore herbs and spices to create 
new and exciting flavors. Most importantly, there is much 
fun learning the joy of cooking, sharing, and eating!

DANCE 

 Ballet - Performance Class
Beautiful ballet is a core foundation for all dancers. Join 
us to learn the fundamentals such as barre work, across 
the floor, and ballet vocabulary, or improve the ballet 
background you already have! Students will learn a full 
dance to perform at the end of their session to show off 
their accomplishments.

 Hip-Hop - Performance Class
Have a blast in hip-hop class! Campers learn a selection of 
dance moves and hip-hop styles and then put the moves 
together in a dance to be performed on stage at the close 
of camp.

 Jazz - Performance Class
Ready for some high energy dancing? Whether campers 
bring their jazz shoes or jazz hands you will kick off the 
summer with fun music and great choreography. A lively 
and vigorous dance performance is the end project, 
performed at closing day. Expect finger snapping and 
plenty of toe tapping from the audience. 

MOVIE MAKING

 Movie Makers — NEW!
Make your very own movies by learning how to shoot and 
edit your own high-definition videos! In this class, you 
use film to tell your story. Learn how to best shoot video, 
and how to use iMovie to edit those videos. Cameras and 
computers are provided for you to use. The only limit will 
be your own imagination!

PHOTOGRAPHY

 Digital Photography
Do you love taking pictures? Is it a favorite thing to do? If 
yes, then this is the class to take! Spend summer exploring 
the beautiful gardens on campus, taking photographs 
of flowers, trees, and architecture. Learn how to use the 
computer to enhance, manipulate, and print pictures. The 
possibilities are endless! Bring a point-and-shoot digital 
camera and a 16GB thumb drive.
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OUTDOOR EXPLORATION

 Earth to Sea
Explore the beautiful Monterey Peninsula from the mighty 
redwood to the ocean shoreline when marine biology 
meets outdoor explorer in this two-period class. This is 
a fun and fantastic class that entertains and teaches at 
the tide pool and the flower field. Classroom days are 
spent with activities, crafts, and nature games as a way 
to introduce not only the flora and fauna that share our 
coastal home but the beasties, including the outrageous 
otter and the creepy crab. Bring sunscreen and a day pack 
because this is “surf-to-turf” field studies.

SCIENCE

 Mad Scientists — NEW!
Who says exploration isn’t fun? Wacky and unexpected 
experiments open your eyes to the mysterious world 
around you. Experience science while doing experiments 
with everyday objects. Have surprising encounters with 
physics, biology, chemistry, and astronomy. Science is 
more than just reading—it’s what we do! Calling all mad 
scientists!  

THEATRE ARTS & MUSIC

 Glee Club / Show Choir
Calling all young performers to sing and dance with 
friends old and new! In this class, campers learn the 
fundamentals of ensemble performance. Give life and 
expression to favorite songs while moving around the 
stage to entertain friends and family at the closing 
performance.

 Ready, Set, Act! - Performance Class
What does it take to act? Body exercises, games, voice 
projection, and improvisation are used to challenge the 
imagination and focus observation. Being on stage is all 
about teamwork and overcoming inhibition. Taught by a 
professional  actor and theatrical performer, this class is a 
young actress’s best choice! 
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VISUAL ARTS

 Art on Paper — NEW!
Tap into your inner artist! Always accessible, there is a 
world to explore with art on paper! During this series, 
you begin with a close look at the tools and practices of 
drawing, including perspective, shading, and other ways 
artists have used drawing to express both the outer and 
inner life. Budding and experienced artists learn to apply 
drawing skills and bring the “still” to life. You explore 
a variety of methods to create colorful pieces  such as 
pastels, watercolors, and collage. 

 Natural Materials — NEW!
Connect with nature! Get your hands dirty in a variety 
of ways: building your own quick-dry sculptures from 
self-hardening clay; carving your own woodblock for 
printing; discovering the potency of plant dyes to create 
dynamic cotton tapestries. While learning these different 
ways of working, you explore the roots of each method 
used and look at the ways they are still being utilized by 
contemporary artists. Get messy, make mistakes, and 
create art! 

 Spatial Sculpture — NEW!
Simple to complex, this class dabbles in spatial 
relationships and materials that evolve from 2D to 3D. 
Take your drawing and transform it into a 3D object. 
Figure out how materials relate to each other and how 
you can use that relationship to test the limits of your 
creativity. Jumpstart the process with wire, then design and 
build mobiles, and finally put it all together as an original 
“assemblage” sculpture from recycled materials. Space is 
the final frontier!

 We ♥ Ceramics — New projects!
Get messy, get creative, and learn the ancient art of 
ceramics! Working with clay, campers make wall planters, 
pebble pots, wind chimes and more. Add exciting texture 
to pieces with tools, twigs, and nature. Then, glaze the 
projects and give wild personality to the creations.
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YOGA

 Yoga
Learn poses that can help develop a strong and healthy 
body, relax and cope with the stress of life, increase 
concentration and attention span, have greater self-
confidence, and have fun—all at the same time? Whether 
you already practice yoga or are eager to find out what 
it is all about, this class is the perfect choice. Yoga is a 
method of exercising the body, mind, and soul. Campers 
learn breathing techniques and practice movements that 
help them achieve a lifelong foundation of well-being.


